
 
 
 
VIETEK 44-105 TEK-MAP Process Information Grid 
Standard Operating Procedure: 
 
 
Application Directions 
 
For proper product performance carefully clean the window with glass cleaner before 
installing 44-105 TEK-MAP Process Information Grids, we recommend VIETEK 55-550 
Glassy. The car must be clean of any snow or frost prior to application. Although the film 
will adhere to clean cold and/or wet surfaces the film adheres best when the surface is 
clean, warm, and dry.  
 
Storage Directions 
 
TEK-MAP Process Information Grids feature an adhesive designed specifically for 
automotive aftermarket applications. TEK MAPs  need to be stored at room 
temperature. Warm film will stick to a cold window. Film stored below 60 degrees will 
not stick to anything. 
 
TEK Notes: 

 
1. When adhering to a window, do not block forward vision. Install TEK Maps  

with slight tension, loosely installed film is subject to being removed by the 
wind. 

2. For best results use a towel to smooth the film to the surface.  
3. If needed, can be applied to a Clean DRY fully cured painted surface.  
4. Clear legible results can easily be achieved by using Sharpie® Permanent ink 

markers, Sharpie® Oil Based Paint markers or China Markers often referred to 
as grease pencils. 

5. Store TEK Maps in the box in a dry area. Extended exposure to humidity can 
cause the adhesive to fail. 

6. TEK MAP’s  adhesive is water born and cannot be removed with solvent 
based cleaners. In rare instances of adhesive transfer, use ammonia-based 
glass cleaners or isopropyl alcohol to remove. 

7. Caution: If applied to painted surface, TEK-MAP could remove low end or 
poorly applied refinish coating systems, assure coating integrity.        
Warning: DO NOT USE 44-105 TEK-MAP Process Information Grids on 
flexible plastic windows such as those found on convertible tops as 
discoloration has been known to occur!   

 
 
 Have a Question? 

 
info@vietek.com 

Scan QR Code for 
more information or 
go to VIETEK.com. 

 


